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A slightly better album title than "Seven and the Ragged Tiger". 8 MP3 Songs in this album (25:26) !

Related styles: ELECTRONIC: Experimental, EASY LISTENING: Space Age Pop People who are

interested in Devo Olivier Messiaen should consider this download. Details: About Gelbart: "Adi Gelbart is

a genius mad scientist, a true musically-accomplished giant among hordes of laptop charlatans, blending

all colours and shades of electronic pop into his test tubes (old analogue machines, guitars, rewired

battery operated instruments, hand-built gadgets  did I already say mad?), to marvel at each resulting

explosion of sound. To call his music experimental would indeed bring to mind notions of science's

modern utopianism  an adventurous, bold, and free search for new frontiers, based not on random

amateurism, but on encyclopaedic knowledge of pop's traditions and secrets, and an everlasting passion

to build exciting, unexpected structures on top of it. The result ranges from sweet theme tunes to

non-existent kiddie TV shows to hypnotic psychedelia to walls of blissed-out noise  all played hands-on

and in jaw-dropping mastery. Pop is broken down and rebuilt with sensibilities that match krautrock and

space-jazz. With several stunning releases behind him (including splits with Frederik Schikowski, Dan

Deacon and The Branflakes), Gelbart relocated from Tel-Aviv to Berlin, each of his live concerts

converting new diehard fans who just can't wait to see what will happen next. " (Avi Pitchon / Vice

magazine) Costumers had this to say: Just received my new copy of Mass Hypnosis by Proxy. What an

amazing piece of technology. This new record doesn't stick on my longer pile carpeting; doesn't tangle up

in cords and didn't have a problem with a couple of throw rugs. It is louder and seems to be running faster

than my other records. Besides all of this, it picked up cat hair with ease - I have two long-haired Persians

and I play them Mass Hypnosis by Proxy every day. I still had to clean some cat hair off of the brushes,

but it seemed to be easier than ever given the new style. The only thing I would change, I would like a

larger low pass filter, the new one is smaller. Still, I couldn't be more pleased with this album!  Sathy K. I

was a little skeptical about the music of this artist, but with 2 speakers in our apartment we decided to

give it a try. And I am fully satisfied. It does a superb job, for its length, it is more efficient than other long

playing records. We live and work in a 130m2 apartment. Our cats are curious about it, and one of them
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just sit on top of it during the recharging batteries. When available here, I will buy the next Gelbart album

without thinking twice (we have tiling floor).  Antiago S. My daughter bought us this as a Xmas gift last

year and my husband and I both agree that it is the best gift we have ever had. Four months ago I had a

hip replacement with all the restrictions that involves and my husband, at 82 years old, did all the

housework. He cannot praise Mass Hypnosis by Proxy enough to all our friends and says if the house

catches on fire, I will have to fend for myself as he will only rescue this CD!! Thank you so much for such

wonderful compositions. You are a blessing to the our generation.  Elma R.
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